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ABSTRACT

This study examines movement of blacks from the rural
South to the urban North with particular emphasis on black
migration to the city of Chicago.

The time paramaters of the

research stretch from the civil War period to the beginning of
the civil rights movement in the 1960's.

The context and

background to the change and upheaval that occurred in the
1960's are the subject of examination.
For the first two centuries after the birth of the United
States, blacks to one degree or another lived in servitude to
whites.

Part of the struggle for liberation was the quest

for an environment where freedom,
dignity could prevail.

peace, harmony and human

The black,

unable to

find

that

environment in the South, looked northward with the hope of
finding it there.

The cities of the urban North offered the

promise of better employment, education, and housing than the
South.

This is the story of one of those cities and the

black experience in that city:

Chicago.
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INTRODUCTION

During the fifty years after the Civil War Americans
grappled with the question of how much freedom of movement
blacks

should

In

have.

destroyed bondage,

theory

at

least,

emancipation

transformed southern society,

and

left

But the new

black and white with new rules for co-existence.

order had little effect on white attitudes towards blacks as
whites continued to see blacks as an inferior race whose
rights no white person was bound to respect.

In the years

following the Civil War the forces of change and continuity
shaped the
planters

in

worlds of

whites

particular

and blacks

tried

restricting black movement .

to

find

Southern

alike.
ways

of

legally

From immediately after the civil

War up to the eve of World War I Southern planters continued
to pursue legal formulas to keep blacks from deserting their
employers, although with limited success .

Employment was the

primary factor in black migration, and southern blacks appear
to

have

moved

with

little

interference

when

jobs

were

available. 1
On the question of curtailing black movement, whites were
divided among themselves.

In regions experiencing labor

shortages, paid recruiters brought in blacks from far away,
while planters in areas experiencing heavy emigration favored
stringent measures to limit black movement .

1

Competition among

William Cohen, At Freedom's Edge: Black Mobility and
the Southern White Quest for Racial Control, 1861-1915 (Baton
Rouge, Louisiana State University Press, 1991), pp. 3-4.

2

whites for labor contributed to the relative ease of black
On

movement.

the

other

hand,

white

southerners

used

legislation successfully to exclude blacks from the political
In the area of racial segregation state statutes

arena.

effectively created massive walls between white and black.
When

it

came

to

segregation

solidarity existed among whites.

and

political

exclusion,

Whites from all social

strata viewed blacks as inferior and maintained solidarity in
support of those goals.

Division of opinion among whites on

black mobility worked in favor of blacks. 2
The mass of out-migration of southern blacks often met
with strong opposition from southern leaders at the local,
state,

and federal levels.

Frederick Douglass became an

outspoken critic of the black migration movement.

Douglass

opposed the migration of blacks from the South to the North on
the

grounds

inability

to

neighbors.

that
live

by

doing

in peace

so

blacks

acknowledged

their

and harmony with their

white

Douglass also believed that racial prejudice

would increase in the cities of the North by a large influx of
blacks. 3

Booker T. Washington's address at the Cotton States

and International Exposition in Atlanta, Georgia, in September
1895, reverberated with the recurring admonition:

2 Ibid.,
3

pp. 4-5 .

E. Marvin Goodwin, Black Migration in America from 1915
An Uneasy Exodus
(New York, Edwin Mellen Press,
1
PP • 2 - 3 •

to 1960:
19 9 Q )

"Cast down

3

your bucket where you are.

11 4

A black author, William Well

Brown, in his book, My Southern Home, declared the South the
horne of the black, but if he could not feel secure there he
had

a

right

to

go

opportunity available.

wherever

security

was

assured

and

In spite of opposition even by black

leaders to the southern exodus, blacks continued to leave the
south in search of the "Promised Land." 5
Black American migration between 1862 and 1900 began as
a result of the civil War and the failure of Reconstruction.
The war broke customary family ties, and many blacks were set
adrift.

As the old system began to disintegrate, thousands

of blacks wandered aimlessly in the countryside in search of
labor in the cities and at military installations.
set free by their masters,

searched for

Others,

family members.

Still others became mobile merely to test their new-found
freedom.

"It made no difference regarding the conditions

they found once they arrived in the Promised Land, they had
the freedom, and they meant to see how free was free." 6
The states of North Carolina, Louisiana, and Mississippi
were especially hard hit by the large out-migration of blacks.
The exodus from these states was so great and so affected the
economy that a U.S. Senate investigating comm ittee was set up
4

August Me ier, Elliott Rudwick and Francis L Broderick,
eds., Black Protest thought in the Twentieth Cen tury, 2nd ed.
(Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc . 1975). p. 4.
5

Goodwin,

6

Ibid.,

pp. 2-3.
pp. 1-2.

c:t

~
ll1

~

4

to study the causes of the exodus in 1879 .

The report found

no single cause for the black exodus, rather there existed a
series of causes which abridged the rights of black citizens
self-government:

to

educational

disadvantages,

discrimination in the legal system, and racial and political
The South's economic, social, and political system

violence.

caused the black migration to the urban north, and the only
remedy for future migration was fair treatment of blacks .
This migration would continue if their rights as persons and
citizens did not receive recognition, and the labor interest
of the south would ultimately be damaged. 7
Until the civil War, the movement of black southerners
was severely restricted.

However, a few black southerners

found their way north by the 1840's.

Although Illinois in

I~
l~t

'~·~·
~

c:"

its 1848 Constitution restricted "negro immigration," Chicago
had a small community of escaped bondsme n in the late 1840's .
For the most part the law remained unenforced and ineffective,
but it did reflect attitudes unlikely to change quickly.
Whites

had

northern

little

migration

to
for

fear
lack

because
of

few

both

blacks

considered

transportation

and

employment opportunity. 8
During the late 19th century and early 20th century most
black southerners headed for three major cities:
7 Ibid.,
8

pp. 3-5.

James R . Grossman,
Land o f
Southerners and the Great Migration
Chicago Press, 1989), pp. 20-23.

__.___

New York,

Hope:
Chicago, Black
(Chicago, University of

~

~

5

Philadelphia, and Chicago.

These three cities housed nearly

25 percent of the northern black population.

Few industrial

employers hired blacks except as porters or strikebreakers,
and most blacks who moved north in these decades found jobs as
menials in the service industry. 9
Before World War I, few black southerners went directly
to northern cities like New York, Philadelphia, or Chicago.
Migration to a nearby southern city represented the initial
step towards the more dramatic move to a northern urban area.
Black migration in the 1890's increased dramatically relative
to the previous two decades.
migration

totalled

156,000

185,000 in a single decade .

while

In the 1870's and 1880's
the

1890's

amounted

to

The movement during this decade

was referred to as "the migration of the talented tenth."
The movement was

attributed to the deterioration of race

relations in the South.

Black southerners who went north at

this time were for the most part urbane, literate and from the
upper south.

Although these migrants were better prepared

than most black southerners for northern life, they brought
few resources with them. 10
In 1901 Theodore Roosevelt became president of the United
States .

His election spelled hope for the black community .

Roosevelt's statements favoring the equality of men heartened
blacks
9

throughout

Ibid.,

10 I

b'1 d •

the

p. 33.
I

pp. 3 2-3 3 .

nation .

Booker

T.

Washington's

6

invitation to dinner at the White House made his statements
more credible to the black community.

However, by the middle

of Roosevelt's second term the shallowness of his sentiment
In Brownsville, Texas, a

became all too apparent to blacks.

battalion of black soldiers were accused of "shooting up" the
town and they received discharges without honor.
honeymoon with Roosevelt ended .

The black

On the national level, their

economic, social and political goals in regression, the tide
of black migrants to the North gained momentum .

The 185,000

of the 1890's increased to 522,000 in the 1910's and 872,000
in the 1920's. 11
BLACK MIGRATION TO CHICAGO

In

1870

Chicago

inhabitants .

had

a

population

of

about

300,000

Just thirty years later at the turn of the

century it had become a major urban center of 1. 7 million
persons.

The black population in 1900 was a mere 30,000.

The foreign stock component comprised more than three-fourths
of the city's population making Chicago an "immigrant" city.
The city's foreign stock was never homogeneous;

before 1900

southern and eastern European groups were in the majority .
During the first two decades of the 20th century the sources
of

foreign

European

11

immigrants

groups

Goodwin,

shifted,

dominated,

pp. 9- 10 .

such

and
as

northern
the

and

German

western

and

Irish

c:
@
~

7

contingents. 12
The

city

of

Chicago

became

destinations of southern blacks.

one

of

the

primary

Located at the hub of two

major southern railroads, it had a large industrial complex,
and became a magnet for thousands of southern blacks seeking
jobs and new homes.

The Chicago business community was

initially slow in utilizing black migrant labor.

However,

before the end of World War I the major industries such as the
steel

mills,

foundries

and

meat

packing

houses

encouraged and sought southern black migrants.

actively

The tide of

black migration continued to flow with increasing speed.
Black and white communities were on a collision course.

By

1919 Chicago was on the verge of serious racial conflict as

immigration continued, and tensions between black and white
mounted. 13
In the 25 years from 1890 to 1915, the black population
of Chicago grew from 15,000 to more than 50,000.

Although

numbers had more than tripled, blacks still remained a minor
element

in

the

city's

population:

most

blacks

interspersed among whites along Chicago's southside.
however,

the ghetto had

taken

shape,

and

an

were

By 1915

enclave had

developed on the southside with an offshoot on the westside

12

Paul Kleppner, Chicago Divided: The Making of a Black
(Dekalb, Northern Illinois University Press, 1985),

Mayor

pp. 16-18.
.
Goo d w1n,

13

p. 16.

.~

.~

8

which contained most of Chicago's blacks. 14
Eighty percent of Chicago's black population at the turn
of the century was born outside Illinois.

The majority of

these migrants came from Upper South states such as Kentucky
The Deep South, as yet, was but a secondary

and Missouri .

source of Chicago's black population .

Only 17 percent had

come from those states as opposed to 43 percent from the Upper
As early as the middle of the 19th century most of

South.

the black population lived on the south and west sides of the
city.

What would come to be known as Chicago's Black Belt

was emerging . 15
Until the eve of World War I,

Italian immigrants were

more highly segregated from native whites than were blacks .
However,

early

in the

20th century,

the black population

became more concentrated, although no more than a dozen bloc ks
on the southside were exclusively black.
moved beyond the

Whenever blacks

limits of the Black Belt,

fearful or resisted.

whites became

In 1908 an Improvement Protection Club

was organized to guarantee that "the districts which are now
white ... remain white.

There will be no compromise."

The

club used a variety of t a ctics to achieve its ends, including
a

boycott of merchants who sold goods to blacks

neighborhoods .

in white

If blacks moved to a white neighborhood,

14

Allan H. Spear, Black Chicago: The Making of a Negro
1890-1920
{Chicago, University of Chicago Press,
1967)' p . 11.

Ghetto,

15 I

b'd
1 .,

pp. 11-12 .

~

9

neighbors protested or tried to buy the property or resorted
If these efforts were

to violence to exclude the invaders.

unsuccessful most whites simply moved out leaving behind a
predominantly black neighborhood. 16

The increasing physical

separation of Chicago's blacks reflected the growing pattern
of

segregation

and

discrimination

in

early

20th

century

Chicago, and nowhere was this separation more evident than in
black attempts to secure adequate housing.n
When more and more blacks arrived in the city, they had
little choice but to settle in well-defined black areas.
Black Belt property owners also encouraged this because they
found it profitable to force white tenants out and transform
racially mixed areas into all-b lack neighborhoods.
economic

concerns

and

white hostility

became

White

the

primary

contributing factors in the early shaping of Chicago's black
ghetto and not the voluntary clustering of blacks.

From 1915

to 1920, 50,000 blacks from the rural South swelled Chicago's
Black

Belt

residential

and

accelerated

segregation.

the
The

growing
Black

trend

Belt

towards

expanded

to

accommodate the influx, but for the most part that expansion
progressed by the conversion of mixed neighborhoods into all
black areas.

By 1920 only 7 percent of the black population

resided in areas that were 95 percent white, compared to 31
percent who lived in white areas two decades earlier at the
16

Kleppner,

ns pear,

L

p. 3 6.

p. 20.

~

10
turn of the cen t ury . 18
CONFLICT AND CONFINEMENT

As the black population increased, so too did friction
and white hostility.

In numerous cases property owners and

real estate agents were organized to sell and rent to whites
only .

The black community's attempts to secure adequate

housing provoked the most critical racial conflicts.

As

black expansion continued, a serious incident occurred in 1909
in the Hyde Park district of Chicago that revealed the nature
of the housing conflict. 19
Hyde Park was a desirable neighborhood of comfortable
homes with a cultural life centered on the new University of
Chicago .

Blacks worked in the area mostly as hotel employees

and house servants and lived on the eastern edge of the Hyde
Park neighborhood.

This community began to expand,

blacks occupied nearby blocks .

and

In the summer of 1909, the

Improvement Protection Club issued a decree:

blacks must

confine themselves to the "so called Districts," real estate
agents must not sell property in white blocks to blacks, and
landlords must hire only white janitors.
appointed

to

purchase property

owned

by

A committee was
blacks

in

white

sections and to offer bonuses to black renters who surrendered
their leases.

Any real estate firm who defied the Club was

blacklisted.

Francis Harper,

18

Kleppner ,

19

Spear,

pp. 36-37.

p. 2 0 .

the prominent attorney who

~

11
founded the Club said that "the districts which are now white
must remain white . "

Black reaction came with boycotts and

meetings opposing the Club's policy and methods, but met with
little success.

The white campaign continued, and when the

Club was unable to persuade a black family to move voluntarily
more direct tactics were employed.

In September 1909, the

home of a black family was vandalized.
next day .

The family left the

The Club urged separate schools and recreation

areas for blacks.

A Club spokesman predicted:

"It is only

a matter of time when there will be separate schools for
blacks throughout Illinois."

The small black community on

the edge of Hyde Park dwindled in size,

and the Hyde Park

district would remain white for the next 40 years.

The Club

had achieved its major goal. w

~~

[ ~~

The Hyde Park incident illustrates the intensity of the
anti-black

feeling

in the early 20th century.

(~
~.

It also

indicated an early example of techniques that would be used
increasingly to stem the tide of black residential "invasion : "

t~

~

.

~

improvement associations, community newspapers, boycotts and
violence.

The significance of this episode was that it

occurred in a middle and upper-class community.

Upper-class

blacks trying to find desirable homes among people of similar
economic status became the victims of anti-black sentiment.
Not limited to the poor, discrimination in housing blocked
even the more affluent in their search for a decent place to
20

I b 1'd . ,

pp. 20-23.

12
live. 2t
The

unwillingness

of

whites

to

tolerate

blacks

as

neighbors had far reaching effects in the housing market.
Because blacks were limited in their choice of housing areas
they were forced to pay higher rents for the accommodations
open to them.

Marginal neighborhoods were transformed from

white to black, and real estate agents frequently charged 1015 percent higher rents to new black occupants.

One realty

agent ran two separate advertisements in a daily newspaper
which read:

"Seven rooms,

colored people, $37.50."

$25;

the other seven rooms for

Because rents were so high, black

families often lived as lodgers in the homes of others.

A

1912 survey of 1775 southside blacks reported that 31 percent
lived as lodgers in the homes of others. n
Living conditions in general and the physical condition
of buildings in particular in the black section resembled that
of a "festering slum."

Black neighborhoods consisted mostly

of one and two-storied dilapidated frame houses with boardedup porches and rickety wooden walkways.

Compared to the

homes of other migrant groups such as Polish,

Jewish and

Bohemian, black homes revealed an appalling state of repair.
A 1912 survey revealed that in the black area only 26 percent
of the dwellings were in good repair compared to 71 percent in

21

Ibid.,

nibid.,

---

p. 23 .
pp. 23-24 .

13

a Polish neighborhood . n
city

policy

situation.

towards

vice

further

aggravated

the

The suppression of prostitution was considered

next to impossible, so municipal policy confined it to certain
well-defined areas where

it could be closely monitored.

Police regularly moved the confines of the vice-district so as
to keep

it removed from commercial and white residential
Invariably, this was in the "Black Belt ."

areas.

The

chief of police made it known that no arrests would be made if
prostitutes confined their activities to certain sections of
the southside.
therefore

The stability of black neighborhoods was

threatened

'undesirables,'

but

not
by

by

the

the

presence

influx

of

of

officially

an

sanctioned vice-district catering mostly to whites.

black

Black

leaders were reluctant to commit to the clean up of the redlight districts because they believed that such campaigns
would

only

drive

the

problem

deeper

into

black

neighborhoods. 24
The physical ghetto

in which black Chicagoan's found

themselves in the early 20th century was primarily the product
of white hostility and indifference.

Blacks did not always

cluster out of choice or due to poverty.

Attempts by blacks

to seek housing in white areas met with stiff resistance from
residents and rea l estate agents:
n ibid.,

p. 24.

~ Ibid.,

p. 25.

their choice of homes was

14

limited,

and

they

were

forced

to

pay

higher

rents

for

substandard housing that was surrounded by panderers, pimps
and prostitutes. ~
According to Philpott's research in The Slum and the
Ghetto, between 1890 and the early decades of the 20th century
the black community suffered an

'extraordinary'

degree of

segregation and their residential confinement was
complete.'

'nearly

The ghetto was 3 miles long and barely a quarter

mile wide, bounded on all sides by railroad tracks. 26
CONSIDERING THE MOVE

Blacks, contemplating the move to a northern city, wanted
specific, reliable information before undertaking the change .
Information about the North came from a variety of sources:
correspondence
recruiting

from

workers

Defender.

relatives
and

Evidence

and

newspapers
suggests

friends,
such

that

in

as

labor
the

many

agents
Chicago

cases

the

emigration "was consciously formulated and carefully planned."
One migrant wrote in April 1917, "before leaving the south I'd
like to know just where I am going and what I'm to do,
possible."

Migration clearly had risks.

if

One New Orleans

man writing to the Chicago Urban League stated, "I do not wish
to come here hoodwinked, not knowing where to go or what to

25

26

Ibid.

I

p. 26

Arnold R. Hirsch, Making the Second Ghetto: Race and
Housing in Chicago, 1940-1960 (New York, Cambridge University
Press, 1983), p. 3 .

15
As migration

do, so I solicit your help in this matter."
grew,

a

continuous

communication network

expanded;

family

members kept in close touch, told each other of opportunities,
and persuaded relatives to join them in Chicago and other
cities.

One family member ventured to the city and once

employed sent for the other family members.
churches

also

traditional,

provided

trusted

north - south

institution.

Like families,

links
In

based

March

in

1917,

a
the

Bethlehem Baptist Association of Chicago advertized in the
Defender that it would help newcomers find jobs and housing .

Hundreds responded to the advertizement.

In some cases

ministers followed their congregation as more than half their
parishioners headed to a northern city.

Once a minister

decided to follow some of his church members, other members
followed

suit.

The

not

Defender

only

informed

black

southerners of the attraction of the city of Chicago, but it
convinced them that the migration was a broad-based movement
from the entire south.

From its correspondents in numerous

southern towns, the Defender received reports of large numbers
migrating north and published them under headlines which said
11

300 leave for north."

The headlines were accompanied by

comments which predicated desolate southern towns.
columns continued during and after World War I .
received

credit

for

launching

a

bandwagon

specific date for a "Gre at Northe rn Drive."
before the day

~

May 15, 1917

These

The Defender
by

setting

a

Three months

it told its readers of the

~·

16
impending mass departure on that date .

Exceptionally large

numbers arrived in Chicago on the week following May 15 . 27
While a complete assessment of the Defender's impact on
black migration to the north remains difficult, the influence
of its founder and editor certainly had a profound effect .
Robert S.

Abbott,

a migrant from Georgia who had come to

chicago in 1897, founded the Chicago Defender in 1905 .

From

its inception the paper crusaded against the white South.
denounced racial
terms.

oppression

in the

south

in no

It

uncertain

It grew into the largest selling black newspaper in

the United States by World War I,
circulation

outside

the

city

of

with two-thirds of its
Chicago.

Any

racial

incident, particularly in the South, found its way into the
Defender which broadcast it nationwide .

"Below

the

Mason

Dixon

Line"

A series entitled

written

by

travelling

correspondents sent reports on the local horror stories from
a different place each week .

Never afraid of being too

outspoken, the Defender denounced oppressive white southerners
and fulfilled its role as defender of black America.
the

Defender

told

black

southerners

opportunities lay in the south .

that

At first

employment

But in the summer of 1916,

with the opening of unskilled industrial jobs to blacks, the
Defender began to encourage northward migration .

At first it

noted the beneficial effect of hav ing black people evenly
distributed in different states.
27

Grossman,

pp . 66 - 96 .

A month later it turned the

17

labor exodus from the south into a crusade.
photograph showed thousands

of

black

A front page

southerners

crowding

along a railroad track in anticipation of a northbound train .
From that point on, the Defender actively and unequivocally
promoted migration .~
Abbott's new position was consistent with his established
record of presenting news with the yardstick of racial selfinterest.

He saw job openings in the industrial north as an

economic opportunity for black southerners:
their ability in the industrial arena.

a chance to prove
An added bonus of

this migration would be the commingling of the races and a
spotlight for the blackman with his white counterpart.
Abbott,

For

interracial contact produced a distinct advantage .

Black presence in Chicago,

particularly

in great numbers,

would eventually increase the political effectiveness of the
community .~

black

But the increasing black population had a critical effect
on the white community.

The prospect of more blacks in an

ever expanding, over-crowded section of Chicago, competing for
jobs and housing thr eatened the ethnic and old-stock groups
living around the Black Belt.

They responded with attempts

to "tighten the color bar'' in schools, public accommodations
and housing .

Some resorted to violence.

escalated during the war y ears;
28

Ibid . ,

~Ibid .,

p . 82 ·
p . 82 -8 3 .

Attacks on blacks

neighborhood

improvement

18

clubs bombed black houses and attacked blacks on the streets .
At the beginning of 1919, racial tensions in the city were
about to explode .~
EMPLOYMENT, HOUSING AND EDUCATION

In the early 20th century employment

for

blacks was

limited for the most part to domestic and personal service
trades.

Blacks experienced difficulty gaining entry in the
In 1910 nearly 50 percent

fields of industry and commerce.

of black men in Chicago worked in four occupations :
waiters, servants and janitors.

porters,

Almost 70 percent of black

women worked as laundresses or domestic servants.

Blacks had

little difficulty gaining representation in professions that
required minimal formal training such as music, theater and
the clergy.
teaching

Very few blacks participated in the legal or

professions .

occupations,

blacks

transportation,

Largely

pursued

trade

and

confined

limited

to

unskilled

job opportunities

manufacturing.

Skilled

in
and

semiskilled jobs in industry and trade were virtually closed
to blacks for several reasons.

Employers rarely hired blacks

when a plentiful supply of white labor existed.

The American

policy of open immigration from Europe ensured no shortage of
labor .

Employers saw blacks as less industrious and feared

that white

employees would

blacks. 31
~Kleppner,
31

Spear,

p. 37.

pp . 29 - 34 .

rebel

if

forced

to

work with

19
The work skills acquired by blacks in the South often
failed

to

meet

the

standards

of

the

North .

Moveover,

acquiring a job skill in the North became next to impossible
for blacks as apprentice programs were usually open to whites
only.

With job prospects so uncertain blacks had little

desire to learn a trade .
black workers,

Most trade unions refused to admit

and those which did either segregated them,

excluded them from specific projects,

or simply refused to

find employment for them. n
The only avenue open to blacks in the early 20th century
who wanted to enter basic trades was as strikebreakers .
Blacks provided scab labor in the 1904 stockyard strike and
the 1905 Teamsters' strike.

Use of non-union labor caused

the most serious racial tension and conflict in the pre- World
War I period.

It left a legacy of distrust between black and

white workers and heightened anti-black feeling in the city.
Generally oblivious to trade union principles , blacks became
the ideal scabs .

Companies recruited and lured them from the

South with promises of $2.25 per day with room and board.
striking

workers

viewed

the

importation

of

blacks

with

contempt thus creating fear and panic in the union ranks .
With

a

few

exceptions ,

companies

successfully

used

strikebreakers to defeat the unions, but blacks made few gains
as a result of that manipulation .

Unlike other ethnic groups

used as strikebreakers, blacks were dismissed at the end of
n ibid . ,

pp. 34-35 .
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the

The

strike.

strikebreaking

created

an

anti-black

sentiment among white Chicagoans. n
The teamsters strike of 1905 differed from the stockyards
strike of the previous year in that the former translated into
antipathy towards blacks in general, whereas in the latter
the strikebreakers in particular faced white hostility.

On

May 16, a black strikebreaker driving a wagon of the Peabody
coal Company shot an eight-year-old boy of one of the strikers
who had shouted insults at him.

During the next week blacks

were dragged from street cars and beaten .

Despite heavy

police protection, police were unable or unwilling to protect
blacks from white attacks.

On May 21, a white bartender shot

a black to death in a bar fight.

Black retaliation came the

same day with the killing of two people and injuring of twelv e
more .

These bloody events culminated in the city's race

riots of 1919 . 34
All civil service jobs with the exception of the police
department

and

the

post

office

revealed

underrepresentation in that area of employment.

black

The Chicago

police departme nt employed only 50 black officers.

Assigned

mainly to the policing of black neighborhoods,

they rarely

advanced beyond the basic rank of patrolman. 35

By 1 910 the

Chicago

post
b 1. d

office

employed

.,

pp. 36-38 .

Mrbid.,

pp. 38-40.

"Ibid .,

pp. 35-36.

33 I

more

than

500

blacks.
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congressman James B. Madden, a member of the Post Office and
p 0 st Roads Committee, who represented a district where the
black population was rising, expended his efforts on behalf of
blacks and "saw that Chicago blacks were not deprived of any
opportunity to obtain post office

jobs." ~

The Illinois Civil Rights law of 1885 said "that all
persons shall be entitled to the full and equal enjoyment of
all public accommodations . . . . "
for

fines

Despite

up to

the

law,

$500

and

Violations of the law called

imprisonment up to one year.

discrimination

persisted

throughout

the

state, although not entirely rigid in its application.
Public

places

accommodate

such

a

as

black

restaurants,
if

their

stores,

refusal

hotels

meant

would

a

fine,

imprisonment or it would create a major controversy.

High

profile blacks rarely experienced a problem in this regard,
while

less prominent ones were often harassed or refused

services.

A theater, opening in 1913, announced it would not

allow blacks

to

be seated on the main floor.

Private

businesses openly discriminated because the Civil Rights law
did not apply to them .

An osteopathic doctor on the edge of

the Black Belt displayed a sign which read:
Only."
grounds

"White Patients

A spokesperson for a cemetery announced that its
"are

exclusively

for

the

white

race."

Price

difference became so apparent in the sale of cemetery plots
36

Harold F. Gosnell,
Negro Politicians:
The Rise of
Negro Politics in Chicago
(Chicago, University of Chicago
Press, 1967), p. 307.
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that legislation was passed in 1911 forbidding discriminatory
rates . 37
Akin to discrimination in housing - such as the practice
of charging blacks higher rents - was the widespread practice
i n the life insurance industry of exacting higher premiums
The industry argued the necessity of such

from blacks.

charges because of the greater death rate among blacks. 38
Chicago schools were impressive by Southern standards.
School buildings and teacher to student ratios were a vast
improvement over the one-room southern school house and 75-125
ratios.
better

Chicago schools with their more generous funding and
equipment

southern

afforded

schools.D

greater

Chicago's

opportunity

school

than

system,

most

although

integrated since 1874, displayed evidence of discrimination
and interracial friction in the years after 1890.

The source

was not school officials but rather students and parents.
Student

transfers

or

school

boundary changes

designed

to

(~.'.:

~-I ;,,.

achieve school
boycott.

integration often

led to white protest

or

Chicago's first predominantly black high school,

Wendell Phillips, experienced many racial conflicts.

The

board of Education declared in 1908 that the "color line is a
source of continual strife. " 40
n spear,

pp. 41-43.

Yibid.,

pp. 42-43.

DGrossman,
~Spear ,

...

pp. 246-249.

pp. 44-45 .

~~
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Between

1900

and

1915,

white

groups

attempted

to

introduce formal segregation in the Chicago school system by
inserting a new clause in the City Charter.
leaders acted.

Alarmed, black

A successful campaign placed a black on the

charter commission.

In the

succeeding years

the white

community made further attempts to segregate the school system
along

lines. 41

racial

While

blacks

experienced

discrimination and insensitivity in the classroom, they faced
the reality that the anticipated outcome of an education was
bleak.

One survey revealed that the va lue of a high school

diploma

for

black girls,

employment, was limited:
domestic servants.

with ambitions

for

white collar

more than 50 percent ended up as

The

imbalance between these

limited

employment prospects and the effort of acquiring an education,
gave

minimal

incentive

to

graduate.

Not

surprisingly,

therefore, few blacks finished high school in Chicago. 42
As the Black Belt grew during World War I and expanded
westward,

the Irish and Polish ethnic groups in particular

felt threatened by blacks .

They responded by tightening the

color bar in accommodations, housing,
school system. 43

41

Ib'd
1.,

43s

pear,

One Irish-dominated neighborhood tolerated

p.45.

~Grossman,

and particularly the

pp. 257-258.

p. 201.
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only

29

blacks

out

of

3762

residents. ~

The

confrontations gave way to organized terrorism. ~

prewar

In the two

years preceding the July 1919 race riot, 26 bombs exploded at
black homes in once all-white neighborhoods or at the business
offices of realtors who sold to blacks.

More than half of

these were in the six months prior to the summer of 1919.
These persistent attacks on the homes and families of blacks
created in the black community a lack of faith in the resolve
The bombings

of the police to provide impartial protection.
increased

black racial

solidarity and

further

eroded the

possibility of interracial harmony. 46
By early summer 1919, blacks advocated arming themselves
for protection.

Police neglect of duty convinced them of the

need to provide their own protection against the bombers.
Even after stakeouts police failed to make arrests in the wake
of the bombing attacks.

A delegation made two attempts to

file complaints with Mayor Thompson concerning the bombings in
June, 1919, but were refused access by the Mayor's secretary.
The

Defender

commented:

"Police

activity

has

been

so

deliberate and brazenly neglectful that one might construe
that they are working in harmony with the bomb throwers . " 47
~William M. Tuttle, Jr.,
"Contested neighborhoods and
racial violence:
Prelude to the Chicago Riot of 1919,"
Journal of Negro Politics,
54 (4) (Oct . 1970),
p. 273 .

~Spear,
46

Tuttle,

47

I b'1 d •

,

p . 201.
pp . 267 -2 68 .
p. 282.
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When the home of Mrs . Gertrude Harrison, at 4807 Grand
Boulevard,

was

bombed

for

the

second

time,

the

Defender

reported that the neighbors seemed to know the exact time the
explosion would

occur because they appeared to gather

anticipation that something was about to happen.

in

On the

occasion of the first bombing of Mrs . Harrison's house the
lieutenant from the fourth precinct arrived at the scene an
hour after the bomb throwing occurred.
questions and then left.

He asked a

few

That ended the investigation.a

BETWEEN THE TWO WORLD WARS

Competition

for

housing

became

factor to the race riots of 1919.

a

major

contributing

In Chicago as in other

cities across the nation, residential construction came to a
virtual standstill during the war.
shortage became critical.

By 1918 the housing

Demand exceeded supply.

Many

whites laid the blame for scarce housing and neighborhood
decay at the feet of blacks.u
The tense situation erupted on a hot Sunday afternoon,
July 27, 1919, when a black youth swam across the unmarked
separation line between blacks and whites on the 29th Street
beach.

The black youth was stoned by whites who objected to

his presence on the wrong side of the line.

The boy drowned

in the ensuing altercation between blacks and whites.
48

The

"Home of Mrs.
Gertrude Harrison Target of Bomb
Throwers,"
Chicago Defender
(Chicago, Illinois), May 31,
1919, p . 1.
u Tuttle,

pp. 273-274.
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police

refused

to

arrest

any

attacked several white men .

whites,

and

a

black

crowd

Rumors of racial bias by the

police spread throughout the southside and the riot was on. 50
ouring the following week the southside became a racial war
Roving

zone.

gangs

of

blacks

and

whites

attacked

and

retaliated throughout the next six days .

By the time peace

was restored on the following Saturday,

23

blacks and 15

whites were dead, 342 blacks and 178 whites were injured.

The

greater casualties on the black side set the tone of future
race relations in the city . 51
Although Mayor Thompson never declared martial law, 6,200
troops stood by at his request to support the police .
city's southside was devastated :

public transport was non-

existent and food supplies in short supply.
transport blacks could not go to work;
Black Belt on foot was unsafe.
cut off food supplies .
law and

order

was

The

With no public

to v enture outside the

Attacks on white deliverymen

The loss of life and the breakdown of

extremely

serious.

Within

days

the

governor and organizations in the black and white communities
made powerful appeals to examine the underlying causes of the
riot and make recommendations to prevent a recurrence. 52
5

°Kleppner,

51I

b'd
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,

p. 3 7.

pp. 3 7 - 3 8.

Martin Bulmer, "Charles s. Johnson, Robert E . Park and
the research methods of the Chicago Commission on Race
Relations, 1919-1922 : and early experiment in applied social
research," Ethnic and Racial Studies, 4, No. 3 (July 1981),
pp. 289-290 .
52
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A commission appointed on August 20,

1919 had equal

An outline of the proposed

representation from both races.

study on race relations was presented in December 1919.

The

commission utilized a vast array of research methods in the
course

of

its

hearings,

study :

interviews,

sampling,

questionnaires, statistics from administration records, census
data,

conferences,

case studies,

public opinion.

In the

second chapter on public opinion the report made extensive
examination of three black and three white Chicago newspapers.
A content analysis with an evaluation of biases in the white
newspapers (Tribune, Herald-Examiner and The News) showed that
their

articles

intermarriage,

presented
lynchings

material

and

on

radicalism"

"crime,
and

riots,

linked

them

unfavorably by "repetition and accumulated significance" with
the black population.

The final report (entitled The Negro

in Chicago), published in 1922, contained almost 700 pages.

The study probed such topics as:

the social conditions which

led to the events of the summer of 1919, southern migration,
population

growth,

jobs,

housing

increasing resort to violence.

discrimination

and

the

The report approached the

problems blacks faced seriously and gave no encouragement to
whites who called for stricter segregation .
all,

Perhaps most of

it underlined the role that white violence played in

fuelling the 1919

riots. ~

The commission report received heavy criticism in two
~Bulmer ,

pp . 289-304.

( \ .. n,
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areas:

its lack of analysis of Chicago's housing problems and

the city's political power structure .

The Commission's

report had little, if any, direct effect on race relations in
the

years. 54

ensuing

political

Nearly

scientist,

Harold

a

decade

Gosnell,

and

half

concluded

later,

that

the

intervening period had produced little improvement in the
position of blacks."
BLACK POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

Black
limited,

participation

received

churches;

its

business,

in

Chicago

impetus

from

professional,

although

politics,
several
labor

areas:
and

the

fraternal

military assoc iations, a nd the black press. 56

organizations;

Religion played an important role in black culture.
Chicago, the steady influx of bla ck migrants to a

In

largely

white, hostile environment contributed to a growing black race
consciousness and incre a s ed membership in black churches.
The

politician

excellent

viewed

opportunity

the
to

high

church

influence

attendance

v oters .

The

as

an

black

minister had more reasons for political involvement than his
white counterpart .

Black churches often lac ked funds.

Many

black ministers felt an obligation to

improve the social

conditions

s a w involvement

of

~ Ibid.,

" Gosne ll,
56Ibid.

I

their

congrega tions

pp. 302-303 .
pp . 370-371.
p . 94 .

and

in

29
political life as a means of advancing the group. 57

The

chicago Defender, while acknowledging a ministers' right to

hold

his

own

political

views,

influence over his congregation:
the right of a

condemned

his

political

"There is no question as to

minister to hold any political view that

appeals to him, but it is a piece of consummate gall on the
part of the minister in trying to force his members to become
group." ~

the camp followers of some political

Nevertheless,

the practice persisted and most high profile black politicians
attributed their political

success,

at

least

in part,

to

church membership. 9
The large Chicago daily newspapers, such as the Chicago
Tribune and the Daily News, played a much greater role in the

broader community's politics than the black press did in the
black community.
lacking

The black press, appearing only weekly and

financial

backing,

proved

unable

to

drum certain

political objectives after the fashion of the large Chicago
dailies.

By

the

time

opportunity had passed.

their

message

was

heard,

the

Chicago's most enduring and largest

black newspaper was the Defender, whose editor, Robert Abbott,
made

journalism his

all

consuming

community was served by numerous

I b.1 d . ,

57

passion.

other weekly papers

"The Preacher in Politics," Chicago Defender
Illinois), March 27, 1920, p. 20.
Gosnell,

black
and

pp. 96-97.

58

59

The

p. 98.

(Chicago,
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journals - such as the Whip, the Appeal, and the Conservator,
-

that came and went with the ebb and flow of the black

professionals'

interest

in

journalism.

However,

Gosnell

concludes, weekly publications acted as a significant factor
in

stirring

political

campaign

excitement

in

the

industrial

and

black

community . 60
The

black

community

lacked

financial

leaders which consequently weakened its economic power.

Both

founders of the two short-lived black banking institutions in
the 1920's preferred not to be involved
arena.

in the political

However, other business professionals such as real

estate agents, insurance agents and undertakers did engage in
politics.

Congressman Oscar DePriest had a

real estate

business since 1906 which he used to generate contacts and the
financial resources to maintain a political presence.

Of all

professional groups, the most successful in gaining elective
off ice were

lawyers.

Black

lawyers had a

separate bar

association because white lawyers objected to black membership
in the Chicago Bar Association.
expanded,

As the black community

in size and wealth, after 1914, political leaders

tended to come from the professional and business classes.
Membership in fraternal and military organizations like the
Elks, the Masons or the American Legion, determined success in
political life for black individuals.

Participation in the

religious and social life of the community, therefore, was a
~Ibid.,

pp. 104 - 106.
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prerequisite for political success . 61
The factors which limited black participation in politics
included:

the economic status of blacks in general; lack of

a leisure class from which to recruit leaders;

their minority

A minority in Chicago, blacks

status, and above all color.

invariably looked to white support for political advancement.
But, occasionally, aggressive black leaders emerged who became
passionately concerned for their race.
lawyer

by

profession

and

Cook

Edward Wright,

County

Commissioner,

congressman Oscar DePriest were men of this ilk.

a

and

Politicians

such as Wright and DePriest became the exception rather than
the rule in high visibility politics;
involvement

most blacks

in the political process as

found

precinct or ward

workers. 62
World War I is generally viewed as a major turning point
in the history of blacks in the north.
Europe

diminished

resulting

labor

industrial

significantly
shortage

opportunities

particularly Chicago.

during

created
for

Immigration from

new

blacks

in

the
and

war,

and

the

unprecedented

northern

cities,

The black ghetto, already well formed

on the eve of World War I, now expanded with further migration
and population growth drawn to an expanding American industry
requiring a

greater

labor

supply.

Although

some

black

neighborhoods emerged, the Black Belt experienced a sharp rise
61

Ibid. ,

~Ibid.,

p. 106-114.
pp. 360-361.
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in its population density within the existing black enclaves
rather than an expansion of its boundaries.

Black migrants

in pursuit of employment opportunity in Chicago found their
Their doing so put an ever

way to the southside Black Belt.
increasing pressure on housing.~

Black migrants came to Chicago

from the

South where

housing was bad, where employment opportunities were poor or
non-existent,

and where they had been victims of a southern

system which disenfranchised them.

Chicago offered better,

although overcrowded housing, the opportunity for employment
and

a

functioning

political

system

which

welcomed

their

participation .

Chicago not only allowed the black vote, but

cultivated it .

Prior to World War I Chicago's blacks had

been a small group of servants;

between the two World Wars

they became a significant part of the industrial workforce,
adding another 100,000 to the city's expanding economy .M
If Chicagoans made blacks unwelcome and despised as a
neighbor or fellow worker, there was one person who welcomed
and did not treat him with distain:

the politician.

The

politician may have had his own private feelings towards the
black migrant,

but realized that this recent arrival had a

commodity in which he was

interested -

a

vote.

Almost

totally devoid of political experience black migrants entered
~ Spear,

p . 129-146.

Mst . Clair Drake and Horace R. Cayton, Black Metropolis:
a study of Negro life in a Northern city (New York,
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc ., 1962), pp. 7 4-76 .
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the political

jungle of Chicago with many disadvantages .

They were an unpopular minority, poor and without property.
They

lacked

social

prestige

and

regularly

received

unsympathetic press reports on the unfavorable aspects of
their behavior.

Through this maze of city politics blacks

sought to change their experience,

obtain

justice in the

courts, get police protection against police persecution and
seek a chance at fair treatment in the employment, housing and
public access arenas.

Politics became an important method by

which black Chicagoans sought to change their status . 65
Black involvement in Chicago politics dated back to the
pre-Civil War era,

but white politicians controlled their

limited participation.
the

Black

Belt's

By the early 1900's Oscar DePriest,

most

'colorful

politician'

emerged.

Initially holding the office of county commissioner he later
became a U.S.
During

Congressman.~

this

period

political control.

William

Known as

Thompson

typified

white

'Big Bill, the Builder,' he

became the Republican Mayor of Chicago from 1915 to 1923 and
again from 1927 to 1931.

Chicagoans hailed him as the

defender of the weak and champion of the people, while at the
same time he was the symbol of the spoils politician, school
and

police

scandals

and

gangster

alliances.

Thompson

welcomed the thousands of blacks pouring into the city as a
Mrbid.,
66 I

b 1. d

.,

pp. 342-343.
p. 346.
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potential source of votes.
to vote Republican,
Lincoln.

Prior to the 1930's blacks tended

identifying with the party of Abraham

Subsequently, serious factions developed in the

Republican Party, and Thompson needed a solid voting block on
which

he

could

depend.

He

got

their

support:

an

overwhelming majority of blacks voted for him in all the
elections he

offered himself as

a

candidate.

appealed to white and black voters alike.

Thompson

He could bestow

benefits in the midst of a hostile community.

When Thompson

promised jobs to blacks, the Democrats used the promise to
stir up racial discontent among
of

leaflets,

Thompson

was

whites.~

portrayed

as

In a circulation
the

pilot

of

a

trainload of blacks from Georgia in route to Chicago with a
caption which read:
Thompson is elected. "

"This train will start for Chicago if
He gave out so many jobs to blacks

£-=-~~

(u:z
... ....~-r

that some of his opponents called City Hall "Uncle Tom's
Cabin .

u68

As each new wave of migrants arrived in Chicago, precinct
captains diligently recruited
process of voting.

and

introduced them to

the

The process succeeded in welding them

into a homogeneous political unit.

After two terms Thompson

decided not to run for reelection,

and a Democrat, William

Dever, was elected Mayor in 1923.

But, elected again as

mayor in 1927 Thompson captured more than 90 percent of the
~Gosnell,
~ st.

pp. 40-41.

Clair Drake,

pp. 346-348.

l
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The close of that term brought the reign of Big Bill

vote.

Thompson to an end .
'second

Lincoln.'

For some blacks, Thompson was seen as a
He

had

treated

them

fairly,

gained

recognition for the black population and given them hope for
the future.

He had formed them into a machine capable of

demanding concessions in return for support at the polls. 69
The 1920's became a time of disillusionment for blacks,
especially the poor.

Attempts to cope with life in northern

cities ended in frustration - a frustration that produced a
black nationalist movement known as "Back to Africa."

Marcus

Garvey, a young West Indian, led the movement and attracted a
I

large following before his conviction for mail fraud in 1925.
The "New Negro" movement was a significant influence on middle
class blacks.

The movement received its impetus from black

and white intellectuals and financing came from wealthy whites
who

considered

themselves

patrons

of

the

arts.

Black

artists, writers and musicians such as Langston Hughes and
Duke Ellington got their start during this time.

The small

and shortlived economic gains for blacks toppled with the
economy in the late 1920's.

"Last hired, first fired" became

the brutal economic reality as industry trimmed costs and the
affluent cut household expenses by allowing black servants to
go.

Black businesses, tenuous at best, folded in the face of

69 I
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a

shrinking

economy

and

the

inability

to

pay

their

mortgages. 1o
Big Bill Thompson ran again as the Republican mayoral
candidate in 1931.

This time his opponent was the Democratic

candidate, Anton Cermak.

Both sides injected racial issues

into a vigorous campaign.

Although Thompson received an

overwhelming vote in all the black wards, Cermak was elected.
The new mayoral incumbent who received little support from the
black community felt no obligation to distribute rewards.
Blacks

who

held

important

service jobs were dismissed.

positions

and

temporary

civil

The next twelve years produced

radical c hange on the national and local horizons. 7 1
Franklin D. Roosevelt received only 23 percent of the
black Chicago vote in 1932.

In 1936 that percentage increased

to 49, and in 1940 to 52 percent.

Roosevelt's popularity

succeeded in transforming large numbers of black voters into
staunch supporters of the Democratic party.
beginnings
Demands

of

for

a
a

black
black

In Chicago, the

Democratic machine

was

candidate

'Mike'

led

to

appointment as a ward committeeman in 1932.

underway.
Sneed's

The election of

Arthur Mitchell to Congress on the Democratic ticket in 1934,
gave the impetus for the black move to the Democratic Party.
Mayor Edward Kelly's succession after Cermak's death brought
70

Daniel M. Johnson and Rex R. Campbell, Black Migration
in America: A social demographic history (Durham, North
Carolina, Duke University Press, 1981), pp . 88-89.
71

st. Clair Drake,

pp. 351-352.
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still more representation for blacks on the school board, the
c h icago

Housing

Authority,

the

judgeship on the municipa l court.

police

department

and

a

The election of the former

Republican, William Dawson, as a Democratic Committeeman in
the Second southside ward completed the transformation. n
Dawson's defection to the growing Democratic party in the late
1930's provided an arrangement of mutual
sides.

benefit to

both

The Democratic Party gained a high profile black

politician who would expand the growing support for the New
Deal programs and the Democratic vote in the black community.
For his part, Dawson eagerly embraced the patronage granted

I ! ~;;:~,
..............,

..-....

Dawson

{.......

almost singlehandedly created an influential Black sub-machine

I f.! ~

him and the opportunity the position afforded. 73

within the Democratic machine organization .~

Armed with the

liberal patronage placed at his disposal, Dawson's influence
extended over a half-dozen black wards that kept him in the
U.S. Congress for an unprecedented 28 years. 75
Despite the power and control Dawson wielded as leader of
the machine within the machine, his political style was nonconfrontational:

according to Gosnell he "avoided public

discussion of race goals" and became protector of the status
n ibid . ,
73

pp. 353-354 .

•
h,
H1rsc

p. 129 .

~William J. Grimshaw,
Bitter Fruit: Black p olitics and
the Chicago Machine, 1931-1991
(Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 1992), p. 16.
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A black population still

quo.

in need of the material

benefits that a machine dispensed became content to live with
the

issue-free political doctrines that characterized all
Dawson however, despite his limitations, became a

machines.

source of pride in Black Chicago .n
Black

migration

to

Chicago

in

the

1930's

decreased

significantly relieving pressure on the crowded Black Belt
boundaries.

Sociologist David Wal lace, on the eve of World

War II, declared Chicago's black population "very close to
The lack of the

being as concentrated as it could get."

Black Belt expansion in the 30's produced few clashes between
! t;;;:'
.,~ .. 4

black and white:

relative calm prevailed.

During World War

~-v

( .-:.,
~
{ ,._
.

t

-·-

~·.

II and particularly the 15 years following its conclusion,
mass migration to Chicago again increased dramatically .

The

traditional Black Belt boundaries expanded in all directions,
except the

north,

to

accommodate

a

housing-starved

black

Government response to the black housing need

population.

came in the form of urban redevelopment, renewal policies and
public housing programs .

Such programs reconfigured and

transformed Chicago's Black Belt .

The very first signs of

this redevelopment came in the very late 1930's with the Ida
B. Wells housing project which covered 47 acres and provided
housing for nearly 1,700 black families.
project

came

on l y

from

outside

the

Opposition to the
black

community.

Enthusiasm remained unbridled within the black community.
76 I

b 1'd .

,

pp . 129-130.
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The Defender, never once raising the question of segregation,
declared the project a

"brilliant climax to Mayor Kelly's

fight to see to it that the people of Chicago are properly
From

housed."

contractors,

engineers,
involved

foundation

themselves

to

skilled

in the

roof
and

black

architects,

unskilled

construction

laborers

process,

but

the

raison d'etre of the project lacked critical examination.
Housing conditions in the Black Belt had become so appalling
that

any

housing

improvement

was

welcomed

by

the

black

community. 77
In 1940 the black population of Chicago increased by 77
percent to 278,000.

By 1950 that number had increased to

~
t.;;;;~
-.,.
--~

( ~-· r

--

( .:::.;:_1

nearly 500, ooo.
800,000.

During the 1950's it grew to more than

Nicholas Lemann in The Promised Land suggests that

this one-half million increase in Chicago's black population
in two decades was part of the movement of 5 million blacks
from the rural south to the urban north.

He cites the

mechanization of southern cotton production and the consequent
lack of employment opportunities as the motivating factors
pushing blacks northward for jobs.

Significant numbers came

from the Mississippi Delta to Chicago in the hope of finding
stable employment, higher wages, better education for their
children and decent housing.

By 1970 the black population of

Chicago had reached 1.2 million.

The large influx of blacks,

particularly in the 40's and 50's stretched housing in the
77

I b 1' d •

I

pp. 4-11.
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Black Belt beyond its capacity. n
The construction of the 'second ghetto' was underway.
The 'first ghetto,' already in existence, made the rise of the
second all the easier. n
ghetto'

produced

acceptance

the

of

The white reaction to the 'first
The

second.

racial

boundaries

traditional
and

white

unyielding

segregationalist attitudes caused whites to employ techniques
in an attempt to control blacks.

Some elected to flee to the

suburbs compounding the difficulties for those left behind.
Chicago's black leadership remained largely non-reactive to
redevelopment and ghetto creation.

Dawson's black

'sub-

machine' gave little help in the political arena to those who
led the opposition.

According to Milton Rakove, they would

"rather gild the ghetto than break it up."

Such non-action

enabled local black politicians to rise in the Democratic
machine and secure tenure in office. w
WORLD WAR II AND BEYOND

In the early post-war years, data showed that both blacks
and whites suffered from a housing shortage.

But, whereas

78

Nicholas Lemann,
The Promised Land:
The Great Black
Migration and How It Changed America
(New York, Alfred A.
Knopf, 1991), pp. 70-107.
n commentators on Chicago politics trace the origin of the
'first ghetto' to the Great Migration to the city during World
War I.
The 'second ghetto' refers to the further confinement
of
the
black
population
within
certain
boundaries,
particularly high-rise public housing, during World War II and
beyond.
80

Hirsch,

pp . 13-15.
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housing opportunities increased for the middle and uppermiddle

class

as

construction

of

single-family

housing

increased on the fringes and outlying areas of the city,
blacks were continually confined and crammed into inferior,
dilapidated housing within the Black Belt.

Chicago's black

population increased by more than 80 percent in the decade
1940-1950,

but the number of dwelling units they occupied

increased by just over 70 percent.
'white

flight'

to

the

suburbs

In the late 1940 's the
increased

significantly,

creating vacancies in and around the Black Belt, enabling some
blacks to compete economically for the inner city housing
•;;.;~ '

..-:-......

, ..... ~1"" ~

Increased

becoming available.

financial

resources

as

a

result of the post war industrial boom became a crucial factor
in the destabilization of old racial boundaries as some blacks

white hostility, violence, and manipulation
But the invo l vement of government was

evident in enforcing patterns of segregation through the tacit
sanction

of

the

restrictive

covenant. ~

Restrictive

~

I
I

covenants had their origin in the early 1920's and were a
direct response to the increasing black migration to northern
cities.
the

I

The restrictive covenant became so effective that

NAACP
81

Ibid.

considered their

I

~ Ibid.,

pp . 23-29.
pp. 254-255 .
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~
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Black confinement to the ghetto was accomplished largely

by real estate agents.

,-·-·
... ';.

r;·,;0

pursued better housing. 81

by private means:

( 0'

elimination

a

top

priority.

t
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Essentially private in nature, the restrictive covenant was an
agreement between neighborhood property owners not to allow
their properties to be occupied or sold to persons of the
noncaucasian race .

Not only binding on original owners, the

covenants also applied to subsequent owners of the property. 83
The restrictive covenant became a highly effective means
to control the spread of the black community.
degree

it

prejudice .

reinforced

institutional

racism

To a large
and

personal

The Chicago Title and Trust Company and the

Chicago Real Estate Board cooperated with the property owners
in the enforcement of these covenants.
after

their

inception,

the

Less than a decade

restrictive

covenants

covered

three-quarters of the property in the city of Chicago and 95
percent

of

the

property

in

some

white

areas

near

the

boundaries of the ghetto .M

I

I

I

From the early 1940's, restrictive covenants came under
increasing ideological attack.
point blank if,

Chicago's black press asked

"Americans were going to 'de-nazify' their

racial belief by doing away with these agreements ?"

Black

organizations held anti-covenant parades and gatherings.
the young Richard J.

Daley campaigned against them in his

unsuccessful bid for the sheriff's office in 1946 .

83

I

Legally,

Lee Epstein and Thomas G. Walker,
Constitutional Law
for a Changing America:
Rights, Liberties and Justice
(Washington D.C., Congressional Quarterly Press, 1992),
p. 492.
MKleppner,

I

Even

p. 38.
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covenants

restrictive

were

enforceable

until

1948;

practically, their effect lessened after World War II. 85
The

1948

Shelley

v.

Kraemer

Supreme

outlawed the use of restrictive covenants.

Court

decision

The case was

appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court as a result of the Missouri
Supreme Court ruling that a restrictive covenant should be
enforced.

Thurgood Marshall represented the Shelleys, and

argued that the Missouri courts, by enforcing these private
agreements became party to discrimination.

The Justice

Department and civil rights organizations filed a host of
amicus briefs in support of Marshall's case. 86
-

Therefore, when Chicago authorities introduced housing
renewal programs of the late 1940's, they contained a clause
which prohibited the restrictive covenant.

~
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t~.. """'
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The Blighted

Areas Redevelopment Act and its companion, the Relocation Act,

I

sought to prevent discrimination in new housing projects on
the basis of "race, creed, or color."

Failure to include such

a prohibition would have produced a loud public outcry. 87
During the immediate post war period and the decade of
the 1950's, the national scene remained relatively free of
racial violence.

Chicago, however, did not have a peaceful

interlude.

focus

direction.
e Hirsch,

The
The

post

racial

war

strife now took

growth

pp. 178-179.

I

uEpstein and Walker,

I

n Hirsch,

I

of

pp. 112-113

pp. 492-494.

of

a

new

unioni zation

had

~.--
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eliminated the need for
contributed

to

the

1919

the strike breaking methods that
riots.

Black

militancy

which

characterized the post World War I era in the form of the 'New
Negro' movement had disappeared.

The black movement to the

Democratic Party placed blacks on a more equal class footing
with the majority of whites which tended to lessen interracial
tension and confrontation.

However, in retrospect, relative

calm prevailed during this period before the eruption in the
1960's.

The housing issue continued to dominate Chicago's

political concerns in the late 1940's and 1950's followed by
the question of segregation in education in the
beyond.

60's and

Hence in 1945 the struggle for living space rather

than an ideological conflict gave rise to sporadic racial
outbursts. 88
Detroit's race riot of June 20, 1943 alarmed the nation.
Newsweek asked the question on everyone's mind, was Detroit

"a symptom of racial tension festering all over the
country ? " 89

Media reporters speculated about the Detroit

riot being the first in a succession of racial riots.
response to the Detroit riots,

In

31 cities across the nation

created interracial commissions during the next year.

During

the following year that number had grown to more than 200.
Of all cities, Chicago felt the shock of the Detroit riots
Uibid.,

J

pp. 40-41.

~ ''Festering

Problem Remains,"
pp. 35-36 .

Tension: Detroit's Race Riots Ebb, but U.S .
Newsweek,
(New York, N.Y.), July 5, 1943,

--
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Mayor Kelly announced that "you can tell the

most of all.
country

that

we

are

not

going

to

have

what

happened

in

Even before the Detroit rioting had ceased, the

Detroit . "

Army's sixth Service Command had requested a supply of 12,000
teargas and smoke grenades and 10,000 12-gauge shotgun shells
to use in the event of a similar disturbance in Chicago. 90
But,

officials moved

in another direction as

well.

Authorities responded to an outpouring of public concern over
the

Detroit

riots

by

the

rapid

creation

agencies to alleviate racial tension.

of

a

number

of

Within a month of the

Detroit violence, Chicago authorities established the Mayor's
;;:~~

Committee on Race Relations.

Fast on its heels came the

--.....

-~t
r~·;.

Illinois Interracial Commission created by Governor Green in
July 1943.

Both agencies later became known as the Chicago

Commission on Human Relations and the Illinois Commission on
Human Relations, respectively.

The agencies gave Chicago the

distinction of becoming the first city in the nation to have
a

human

relations

committee

entirely

supported

by

public

funds. 9 1
In Chicago, racial tensions escalated during the summer
of 1943.

The most volatile situation existed on the north

side in the Italian neighborhood known as the Sicilian Little
Hill District.

Some blacks had moved to the district, and

several interracial skirmishes had occurred.
90

Hirsch,

91 I

b'd
1 •

,

pp. 42-43.
p. 44.

The bitterness
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and confrontation that developed over the occupation of the
newly constructed Francis Cabrini housing project alarmed
authorities.

80 percent of the homes had been earmarked for

the inadequately housed Italian population with the remaining
20 percent for blacks.

Before construction commenced the

Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor,

and the federal government

changed the allocation priority to migrant war workers.
Blacks became the primary beneficiaries of the project's units
dispossessing

the

Italians

for

whom they were

originally

designated.

Local opposition, however, prevented any more

than the originally agreed percentage of blacks from occupying
the units.

In April 1943, the resentment finally erupted in

_;;;:·-...,.

_;:...
. ::;. '

violence when gunshots were fired into an apartment occupied
by blacks . 92
During the remaining war years frequent racial incidents

;;-0

p:;;;J
--r

occurred in Chicago.

Between 1945 and 1950,

the Chicago

Commission on Human Relations received notification of 485
such incidents.

Nearly 75 percent of these directly involved

housing or residential property.

The overwhelming majority

of the incidents took place in the Black Belt .

Both the

Chicago and Illinois Commissions concluded that the primary
cause of racial friction was housing.

In the summer of 1951,

a mob of about 3,000 angry whites assaulted a twenty-unit
apartment building which housed a single black family in the
working-class
~Ibid.,

suburb

of

pp. 45-46.

Cicero.

It

took

450

National

t!
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Guardsmen and 200 members of the sheriff's police several days
to restore order.
coverage.

This incident received worldwide news

The Governor of New York, Thomas Dewey, visiting

singapore at the time, saw the news in the Singapore Straits

Times complete with photographs of the riots.

The Pakistan

Observer carried reports of the riots and many parts of the
African continent received the story too ."
The Park Manor region just to the south of the Black Belt
In the late 40's blacks occupied

also erupted in violence.

four properties in this section and as more blacks began to
arrive in the community, arson,

vandalism and gunfire were

..

.,..
....

I'"•· '
~·

used in an unsuccessful attempt to drive the ''invaders" out.

•- v

r.
.• '
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~
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By the summer of 1948 thirty-five additional properties had
shifted to black ownership,

and the Chicago Commission on

Human Relations reported 3 or 4 black families per week were
entering Park Manor.

They simultaneously noted the incidence

of violence had risen sharply.

Park Manor violence carne to

a head when a mob of 2,000 descended on the horne of Roscoe and
Ethel Johnson at 7153 st. Lawrence and bombarded the building
with missiles, Molotov cocktails, flares and torches.

The

police and fire department managed to prevent the house from
taking fire but failed to disperse the crowd who assaulted the
property throughout the night.

On the following

nights

police blocked off the area around the Johnson house for two
blocks.
" Ibid .,

In

late

1949,

pp. 52-53 .

First

Federal

Savings

and

Loan

. - •

f
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Association and the Chicago City Bank decided the neighborhood
had

'gone'

and became primary

property in Park Manor.

lenders

for

blacks

seeking

By late 1953 the Urban League

reported that the area was now 80 percent black, with most of
the white residents concentrated on the community's southern
boundaries. 94
The Cicero riot marked the violent climax of militant
white hostility to black housing expansion.

By 1952, media

commentators noted the "almost spectacular decline" in such
incidents.

Fewer black families requested police protection

after moving to

all white neighborhoods.

violence did not end.

However,

the

As the expanding black population

........ .
~;......
;:::v;
........

established itself in new neighborhoods the battleline focus
shifted from housing to other community prerequisites such as

...~

parks, playgrounds, beaches and schools. "
The incidents of racial conflict on recreational issues
was less frequent than the housing riots of the 1940's, but
involved

attacks

on

people

more

so

-~~.t;

than

property.

t

~=~
;.,~
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Recreational facilities such as beaches and parks became the
contested areas

in the 1950's.

Repeated confrontations

occurred at Rainbow Beach which culminated in a mob of 1,000
whites stoning black beachgoers in the early 1960's,
creating a summer of similar demonstrations.

thus

Blacks had made

occasional use of facilities like Calumet and Bressemer Parks
94

Ibid.,

pp. 58-59.

" I b'd
1 .,

pp . 62-63.
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in the early 1950's, but when a black soldier allegedly raped
and killed a white girl in Calumet Park in 1955,
increased .

tensions

Troubles continued for the next two years until

July 1957 when the most serious incident occurred.

A crowd

of more than 6, 000 whites attacked a small group of black
picnickers

in an area of the park reserved for

whites.

During the first day of the two days of rioting which followed
47 people were injured.

Squads of police had to break

through the crowd to rescue besieged blacks. 96
For the most part,

police authorities failed to deal

effectively with the riots of the 40's and 50's.

The Chicago

-

......

II,... ~

Sun-Times commented that the police
mobs.

'sympathized' with the

One district police chief, openly sympathetic to white

protestors after one riot declared:

_.

, ,.

::·"'::
..... ,.

.. I' ·& t

"I know how you feel

about this, I had to move three times myself."
as the riots were,

....
~:"';

As frequent

they rarely became city-wide.

Riots

flared as a reaction to particular events more so than as a
pre-conceived expression of racial hostility.

The typical
.--

riot comprised participants from an ethnic, white, workingclass catholic background.

Generalized political objectives

tended to fuel their racial animosities:

maintaining a white

political power system with any black system subordinate to
it,

segregation

of

the

facilities and schools.n
%Ibid.,

pp. 64-66.

97

p. 99.

Ibid.,

races

in

housing,

recreational

50

Casual or occasional social contact with blacks did not
concern white Chicagoans.

Their passions became aroused at

the prospect of blacks occupying homes in their neighborhoods
and black children attending white schools.

On the issue of

housing and schools white Chicagoans proved intransigent .
Most whites refused to accept even a

little integration. 98

During this period and for decades to come the question of
site-selection

for

Chicago politics.

public

housing

dominated

In the late 1940's,

and

pervaded

Chicago's housing

problem had become a housing crisis and according to mayor
Kennelly was

the

city's

number

one problem.

Chicago's
.,..:.:;

housing supply revealed a deficiency of nearly 300,000 units.
About one-quarter of the city's population,
Black Belt, lived in substandard housing.
Chicago Housing Authority

(CHA)

mostly in the

:::.._.t
r ~-: ;.

.::~
., ,.
I

In July 1949, the

announced its proposal for

:~/3
_,

40,000 low rent public housing units over the next six years.

d

CHA plans called for the construction of 12,000 units in the

.~/

~
....

first

year.

Those

plans

targeted

construction of 10,000 of the units.
the burning issue.

slum

sites

for

the

Site-selection became

As the City Council began the site-

selection process, the neighborhood associations bused angry
homeowners to the Housing Committee hearings to oppose the
sites proposed for white areas.
in doubt.

The outcome was never really

The City Council with the blessing of Mayor

Kennelly capitulated to the organized pressure and launched a
~Kleppner ,

p. 41.

-·-
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housing

program

designed

to

keep

Chicago

blacks

in

the

ghetto. ~

Many of Chicago's local council members acquiesced to
their constituents' priority that blacks did not belong in
white neighborhoods.

Another segment of the white population

feared the violence that might follow if blacks moved into
white communities.

The black community itself lacked the

necessary counterpressure to fight the resolve of the white
community.

Some black leaders and politicians, in an effort

to preserve the unity and cohesiveness of the black community,
opposed any attempt to relocate blacks to outlying areas.

_.....
..~ ·· '
p.. ...--....

I

I

The

lifting

of

the

restrictive

covenant

in

1948

gave

~:"¥"

economically advantaged blacks the opportunity to seek housing
outside the Black Belt .
had

class

aspirations

Many middle and upper-income blacks,
that

appeared

"stronger than

their

racial identifications," and by their silence acquiesced along
with influential black politicians on a 'housing tragedy.' 100
Public housing in Chicago was synonymous with high-rise
projects,

"slum castles in the air," which sought to keep

blacks where whites thought they belonged.

Robert Taylor

Homes, archetype of all the rest, consists of 28 buildings
stretching for

2 miles,

each 16

stories high,

with

each

structure housing 1,000 persons, make the Taylor project's

~ Ibid.,
100

Ibid.,

pp . 42-44 .
p. 45.

--.

... ;"\

~ .-;

t
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population larger than many Illinois cities. 101
The 1949

1950 public housing decisions

shaped the

future of black containment in Chicago just as they reflected
the fears and will of the white community expressed through
their political leaders .

During the decade 1955 - 1965, 49

of the 51 public housing sites receiving the endorsement of
the City Council had been located in black areas .
of the

1960's,

family units.
days

of

the

By the end

black areas contained 99 percent of CHA's
The Chicago Housing Authority in the early

public

proposals

directly

discussion

with

key

housing

process

to

city

the

aldermen.

submitted

Council
However,

their

without
after

site
prior

1950

an

informal submission of the proposed site-selection was made to
the alderman in whose ward the proposed site was located.
These aldermen invariably vetoed the sites in white areas to
exclude

the

black

population

from

their

wards.

The

aldermani c pre-clearance veto proved a highly effec tive tool
for relegating public hous ing to the ghetto.

Just two of the

forty-one proposed sites in white areas received approval
while 49 of 62 sites were approved in black are as.

Pre-

clearance succ eeded in k e eping the question of site-selection
out of the area of public political debate . 1m
In the summe r

of 1966 a group of black public-housing

101

Bill Gl e ason,
Dal e y of Chicago:
and the limits o f conventional p o litics
Schuster, 1970), pp. 97-102.
1

mKl e ppne r,

pp . 45-46 .

The man, the mayor,
(New York, Simon and
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tenants

assisted

by

the

American

(A.C.L.U.) took the issue to court.

civil

Liberties

Union

A suit was filed against

the CHA charging that the site-selection procedures violated
constitutionally guaranteed civil rights.

The case was heard

by Judge Richard Austin who had been Mayor Richard J. Daley's
hand-picked candidate for governor in 1956.

Austin failed to

repay Daley's past political favors when in February 1969 he
found

abundant evidence of racial discrimination

in CHA' s

site-selection procedures and tenant assignment, and ordered
compliance.

Immediate compliance did not emerge

in the

political picture as Mayor Daley for the next eight years took

..:.....
···~

him on a roller-coaster ride to demonstrate how the political
game was played Chicago style.
Chicago power play :

deflect

;~~
.........

Daley's strategy was typical
from

the

point at

issue

by

invoking side issues, show some good intentions, then appeal
some court orders, hold firm to some agreements while ignoring
others, and delay each step as long as possible.

CHA did not

undertake any public housing in white areas between Austin's
1969 ruling and September 1974.

In the nex t 3 years only 66

units were built while CHA's waiting list grew to more than
11,000 families.

By Spring 1978, Chicago's housing crisis in

black neighborhoods had reached 'cataclysmic proportions.' 100
Several black civil rights organizations pushed for a
modification of Judge Austin's order:

if the City Council

will not approve construction in white neighborhoods then, at
100

Ibid .,

pp. 46-49 .

..

-
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least,

allow some construction

alleviate the shortage.

in black

neighborhoods

to

In early summer 1979 the Federal

District Court modified the now decade-old Austin ruling, and
ordered $100 million in funds available from HUD to be used by
CHA to construct 1,337 family units, 400 of which were to be
located in white areas.

The new mayoral incumbent ,

Jane

Byrne, announced with considerable media publicity her plan
for a scattered-site housing program in compliance with the
Had a new era dawned in Chicago ? 1 ~

earlier court order.
Not really.

For the next year the CHA dragged its feet.

Then, Mayor Byrne said she would seek approval for the balance
of the funds to be directed to the maintenance of existing
housing.

If the new program was undertaken, she maintained ,

"there would
buildings.

be

literally no money to

11105

By

keeping

the

operate

public

these

housing

out

new
of

politically important and sensitive white areas she gilded her
political future.

At the end of Mayor Byrne's term only 44

percent of the 400 units designated for white areas were
completed or under construction, while nearly 75 percent of
the units earmarked for black areas had been built or in
progress.
mounting

The city's political leadership, in the face of
court

and

public

pressure,

acquiesced

with

the

reality that no new public housing had preference over any

1

~Ibid . ,

105

pp. 49-50.

"Byrne acts to scrap CHA plan,"
Chicago Tribune
(Chicago, Illinois), October 25, 1981, Section 1, p. 3.
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attempts at integration . 1 ~
In the mid 1960's,

at the peak of the site- selection

controversy in Chicago, the focus of the civil rights movement
shifted from the South to many of the northern cites .
comprehensive study entitled, Northern Protest:

In a

Martin Luther

King, Jr., Chicago and the Civil Rights Movement, James Ralph

examines the Chicago Freedom Movement of 1965-1967 and the
attempt

by

King

and

the

Southern

Christian

Leadership

Conference to make the urban north in general and Chicago in
particular

the

discrimination.

new

target

of

protests

against

housing

Even many blacks questioned the wisdom of

·;:..-..

the Chicago marches.

Ralph maintains the conventional view

that King's attempt failed and analyzes in elaborate detail
the reasons for the failure.

King's method of creating non-

violent demonstrations met with little success in Chicago . 100
In his examination of the factors that contributed to
King's

failure

in

Chicago,

Ralph

cites

the

subtle

but

pervasive discrimination, a city machine firmly in the control
of Richard J. Daley, and a black population that ranged from
highly comrni tted to apathetic.

Most significant of all,

King's goal of open housing provoked fierce white resistance .
One civil rights leader expressed his sadness over the action
of whites in Chicago when he said their faces were "ugly with
1

~Kleppner,

100

p. 50.

Jarnes R. Ralph, Jr . , Northern Protest : Martin Luther
King, Jr., Chicago, and the Civil Rights Movement (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1993), pp. 188-192.

....,.
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rage and resentment."

He went on to suggest that the street

marches had "run their course," and now the time had come "to
shift

from

the

streets

to

the

conference

room . "

The

movement's attack on housing discrimination marked a shift
from public constitutional rights to private legal rights, and
the result was an undermining of popular support for

the

movement in Chicago. 108
Like the housing issue

in Chicago,

the dispute over

schools and education arose out of the post war growth of the
black population.
erupt

until

The school question, surprisingly, did not

1961,

when

some

groups

including

the

NAACP

questioned the under utilization of white schools compared to
A companion suit filed in

the overcrowding in black schools.

Federal District Court by a group of black parents charged
that school district boundaries had been g e rrymandered to
create all-black schools.

The Board of Education proposed to

work towards desegregation by a voluntary transfer plan which
allowed students from overcrowded schools to switch to schools
with

under-utilized

classrooms,

transportation costs.
for

use

as

mobile

if

parents

paid

the

Initially 150 trailers were purchased

classrooms;

by

1972

that

number

had

increased almost ten-fold. 109
In 1964 two reports issued on the city's public schools
found

the
1

system

~ Ibid.,

109

segregated

pp. 190-235 .

Kleppner,

p. 51.

and

failing

to

offer

the

:~
......

''
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opportunity for a quality education to the black population.
Recommendations

included

integrating

decentralizing administration.

the

schools

and

Almost three years elapsed

before the Board of Education,

under a new superintendent,

introduced a desegregation plan which initially called for the
busing of 1,000 black children to predominantly white schools
in south Chicago. 110
The immediate and forceful public reaction went all the
way up the political ladder.

White parents denounced the

selective busing and engaged the support of local politicians
and state representatives from south Chicago.

The politicians

attended hearings and rallies and spoke against the busing
plan.

They quickly introduced resolutions in the city Council

and the state legislature.

Congressman Roman Pucinski,

a

prominent member of the Chicago Democratic organization and
member of the House Committee on Labor and Education gladly
loaned his support as an anti-busing advocate.

Mayor Daley's

public statements left no doubt either where he stood on the
issue.

Mayor Daley considered himself old fashioned enough to

believe that children should be 'horne for lunch,' and this
would not happen if children were bused to other areas.

"Any

program," he said, "should have the maximum participation by
the people in the neighborhoods."

And, "if the majority of

the people don't want a certain thing, who in government has
the right to set themselves up above the majority ?"
11 0

Ibid.,

p. 53 .

Without

58
doubt his words served to encourage an anti-busing policy .
When the Board of Education finally rejected the plan on
February 28, 1968, with one member, cyrus Adams III, who cast
the

decisive

vote,

saying,

"if

plans

intended

to

retain

middle-class people in the city are going to drive a larger
number of the middle-class people out of the city, they don't
make sense. " 111
The Board decided to end compulsory busing and make it
voluntary .

Such a system perpetuated neighborhood school

attendance patterns when it was left to the discretion of
parents.

Chicago's

school

system

remained

a

highly

segregated one thus denying the black community an integrated

~~

~

school system. 11 2
During the 1970's white enrollment in Chicago's schools
decreased by 17 percent as
continued.

'white flight'

to the suburbs

Black and other minority enrollment increased by

approximately the same figure as the white decrease.

In April

1976, the Board of Education again threatened with the cutoff
,;:;.i

of state and Federal funds agreed to implement another plan
for desegregation.

An update of the earlier transfer program

which included free bus transportation ignited the passions of
the white community.

'Operation Resist,'

which included

demonstrations and school boycotts by determined parents was

111

Paul E. Petersen,
School Politics:
(Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1976),
112

Kleppner,

p. 54 .

Chicago Style
pp. 153-161.
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given tacit approval by Mayor Michael Bilandic whose policy
succeeded in effecting a three-year moratorium on the busing
question .
(OCR}

In the spring of 1979, the Office of Civil Rights

rejected

an

application

for

the

following

year's

Emergency School Aid funds on the grounds that there had been
willful segregation of students over the past three and onehalf

decades .

The

new mayor,

Jane

By rne,

publically

acknowledged that past practices had caused racial segregation
in Chicago .

Within a month, the Mayor had changed her mind

on the OCR's proposal to bus more than 100,000 of Chicago's
students, saying that "peoples lives should not be upset."
A chorus of other Chicago politicians echoed her politically

:.:::

expedient sentiments by citing the 'survival of the city' and
the containment of 'white flight. '

11 3

:'.:l

However ,

the busing issue persisted and refused to go

::;.
,-!

'/

she then invoked a political perspective of a higher

away;

authority.

The incoming administration of President Ronald

Reagan

his

and

Justice

Department

opposes

busing,

c

she
.;...,

insisted .

Very quickly a score of politicians from various

levels including the governor supported her position , citing
lack of funds to implement the plan.

She continued to link

any desegregation plan to the erosion of the ta x base as being
irresponsible and
11 3

114

plan,"
p . l.

I b 1. d . ,

unacceptable . •~

pp. 57- 5 8 .

Robert Davis and Casey Banas, "Opposition grows to bus
Chi c ago Tribune
(Chic ago, Illinois), April 7, 1981,
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Finally, under pressure the Board voted to abandon the
mandatory busing plan with all
against

it.

The

five

revised

black members voting

plan

stressed

voluntary

desegregation with a cap of 70 percent on white enrollment .
In February 1982 the Justice Department filed a court brief
declaring the voluntary plan 'constitutional.'
April,

The following

the chief of the Justice Department's Civil Rights

Division , testified before a House Judiciary sub- committee and
cited Chicago's program as 'a model for the nation' and an
outstanding example of the Reagan Administration's approach to
school desegregation.

Harold Washington, shortly to loom on

the Chicago political scene as a powerful force
frustrated

and

Congressman

dissatisfied

Washington

black
said

electorate

"he

thought

-

leading a
but

he

was

then
in

Disneyland, it was so unreal . 11115
CHICAGO:

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

Black migrants left the South in search of freedom and a
better way of life in northern cities .
became

a

popular

destination

for

The city of Chicago

southern

blacks.

The

reasons for black movement to the urban North varied with each
individual,

but compelling accounts of life in Chicago and

employment opportunities recounted by word of mouth through
relatives and friends and the city's black newspaper -Chicago
Defender

-

with

a

large

impetus .
115

Kleppner,

pp . 61-62.

southern

circulation,

gave

the
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In the late 19th and early 20th century as long as blacks
remained

a

very

small

proportion of

Chicago's

population

whites were accommodating, but confined them for the most part
within a certain area known as the 'Black Belt.'

As whites

began to move from the edges of the Black Belt, blacks moved
to fill the vacancies left behind.
beyond,

as

the

significantly,
organized.

number

white

of

During World War I and

black

resistance

migrants

became

more

increased

hostile

The influx stretched the confines of the Black

Belt to breaking point,

and the black search for housing

outside these boundaries was seen as an 'invasion.'
the initial years of the Great Migration,
white

and

residents

abandoned

their

property

During

as middle-class
on

the

ghetto

periphery real estate agents and property owners alike enabled
the expansion of the Black Belt by offering leases to blacks
at inflated prices.

Less friction existed between the races

prior to 1914.
With America's entry into World War I

urban building

programs halted and a housing shortage quickly developed.
Whites,

who

had

previously

been

willing

to

abandon

neighborhoods to blacks as their numbers grew, unable to find
housing elsewhere,
fight.

now showed a

willingness to

stand and

Property owners' and neighborhood associations talked

of recapturing areas taken by blacks .

From World War I until

the middle 1920's violence and bombing attacks on black homes
were commonplace .

Direct complicity between the associations

62

and the bombers was never conclusively linked (although often
suggested in newspaper reports), but their use as a device to
control black expansion became obsolete in the 1920's with the
advent of the restrictive covenant.

For nearly three decades

the private agreement bound owners and subsequent owners from
selling their property to anyone of non-caucasian origin.

95

percent of property in the vicinity of the Black Belt was
subject to the restrictive covenant.

When Thurgood Marshall

successfully argued the unconstitutionality of the restrictive
covenant, he did so on the grounds of government's complicity
in its enforcement .
~

Irish, Jews, and

...

Italians -overcame initial prejudice, advanced economically,

't

Other ethnic groups -

such as Poles,

and moved to the suburbs in search of better housing and
education.

The

exceptions,
economically,

did

black

community,

it

not;

remained

with

few

largely

individual

isolated

socially and culturally deprived.

and

European

migration slowed considerably in the 1920's whereas black
migration increased, enlarging the ghetto and its structures.
Sociologists have argued that blacks chose to live in black
communities
needs. " 116

because

it

met

"their

social

and

cultural

Black leaders as much as white tended to encourage

black solidarity and cohesiveness rather than integration.
The political arena became the one area for which blacks
could assert their independence even if they remained socially
11 6

spear,

p . 225 .

~
....

--
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and economically paralyzed.

But here

They had the vote.

too, black Chicago labored under political paralysis in part
due to lack of black cohesion but more because of the everpresent white hostility, insistence on segregation in housing
and education, and discrimination in social and economic life.
The whim of the white politician and the conditions he imposed
limited political assertion for the black in Chicago.
received

limited

concessions

in

the

form

of

Blacks

patronage

dispensed by white politicians who maintained tight control
over the significant positions in the city's political arena.
During and after World War II

Dawson's black sub-machine

remained largely non-confrontational towards the white power
elite in return for material benefits dispensed by the white
political machine.
The post World War II period saw a dramatic increase in
black migration to Chicago, putting severe pressure on housing
particularly within the Black Belt.
became

white

population.

Chicago's

answer

Massive housing programs
to

the

expanding

black

The 'second ghetto' was underway and remains

part of the fabric of Chicago's residential makeup to the
present day.

When containment of the black population could

not be achieved by horizontal boundaries, vertical confinement
in high-rise projects ensued as a viable alternative.
5

years

immediately

after

World

War

II

the

In the

Chicago

and

Illinois Commissions on Human Relations received nearly 500
reports of racial violence.

Most of these related to the

-

64
issue of housing.

The riots in the suburbs of Park Manor and

Cicero in the early 1950's became the climax of violent white
hostility to black housing expansion.
half

of the

slightly

1950's the

from

housing

focus
to

Towards the latter

of the

the

use

black quest

of

public

shifted

recreation

facilities, such as parks and beaches.
In the 1960's the struggle for integrated education began
and was as long and bitter as the struggle for
housing.

integrated

The integrated education question polarized blacks

on one side against whites and the Board of Education on the
other .

For blacks the issue focused on the right to a
:::;

desegregated school system as granted by the 1954 Brown v.
Board of Education Supreme Court decision.

of

Education

had

other

objectives

integration plan statement.

in

The Chicago Board
mind

in

its

1967

It saw blacks as a threat to

'
•'

whites

and

proposed

limiting

black

school

enrollment

in

changing sections of the city so as to anchor the whites who
still remained in those areas.
In the early 1960's the question of civil rights came to
the top of the nation's domestic agenda.

Blacks, frustrated

by more than a century of oppression and whites reacting to
what they perceived as a threat to their way of life, set the
stage

for

ingredients

confrontation.
necessary

for

tension and white hostility .

Chicago
a

turbulent

had

the

volatile

conflict:

racial

Although not vast ly different

from the experience of other northern cities in the 19 60 's,

(;
II;
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the question of racial segregation in housing and education in
Chicago perpetuated themselves with the assistance of a white
dominated political system willing to manipulate legislation
to fit the wishes of the white community .
In the decades of the 60's, 70's and 80's the city of
Chicago became the venue of racial disturbances which received
frontpage news throughout the nation.

Martin Luther King in

the 1960's and more recently Harold Washington in the 1980's
induced insults,

jeers, and physical violence.

The common

belief in black inferiority still persisted along with the
conviction

that

blacks

were

socially

and

subordinate to the city's white status quo.

politically

Even though the

:::
~

ghetto had expanded outward and upwards, black confinement to
the ghetto still existed.

Generations of discrimination

still fueled white hostility when Martin Luther King marched

~

,

•I

in Marquette Park to protest the city's housing policy in the
Evidence of discrimination and white hostility

mid 1960's.

still abounded when Harold Washington campaigned for mayor in
the early 1980's .
Those

who

seek

a

'Promised

Land'

do

material gain in the form of land, wealth,

not

seek

only

and belongings.

Material gain pales in comparison to the true cravings of the
human

spirit,

fulfillment,

such

as

happiness,

respect,
and

dignity,

goodwill

equality,
which

human

create

an

environment where humankind can live in harmony and peace.
The majority of individuals aspire to such sentiments.

In

!:.
IL.
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the case of the black in Chicago, these 'promises' did not
materialize.

It takes men and women of goodwill and courage

to see beyond the color of another's skin and to treat him or
her as equal.
Conditions over a century have certainly improved for
blacks,

if

not

because

of

the

goodwill

of

and

at

the

instigation of whites, then at least by appeal to basic human
principles reinforced by legislation.

Pessimists believe

that prejudice and bigotry will always exist.

Optimists have

a vision that each and every human person has the right to
fulfill

his

or

psychologically,

her
and

human

potential:

spiritually.

For

physically,
individuals,

for

people who live in community - be it rural or urban - for the
citizen of Chicago or indeed any other city, as persons who
share a common humanity, there is always mileage remaining
along the road to harmony vis-a-vis each other and the wider
community.

The words of Winston Churchill may remind us of

the worthwhile struggle remaining undone:

"This is not the

end, neither is it the beginning of the end, but it may be the
end of the beginning."

.......
I'

-
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